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Abstract/Introduction
Abstract
Azure Security KQL Query Builder, a set of
business intelligence (BI), reporting, Query
Building and data visualization tools and services
for people and teams, curates the best practices
and knowledge of thousands of customers to assist
users, teams and your organization in becoming
more data-driven
Azure Security KQL query Builder connects users
with log analytics data sources and enables them to
create data visualizations by creating charts, maps,
dashboards, and stories through a simple dragand-drop interface to create and build the query.

Goal and Scope of the Application
Azure Security KQL Query Builder is a cloudbased software that allows developers to
integrate dashboards and reports into other
applications,(which requires users to sign in to
an Azure Security KQL Query Builder
account) or in an application for a client or
customer to distribute Login to Azure Security
KQL Query Builder Web application.
➢ Connect to Azure Log Analytics workspace
to get the data.
➢ Create Query Using Drag and drop Feature.
➢ Authentication through OAuth
Authentication- Provides Great Security
➢ Create reports and dashboards that are
collections of visuals
➢ Enable peer-to-peer sharing as a way to
sharing of KQL queries and visualize the
charts on different platforms.
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Features of Azure Security KQL Query
Builder
➢ Retrieve Data using azure log analytics- Connectivity with Live
Data.
➢ Authentication through OAuth Authentication- Provides Great
Security.
➢ Build the KQL Query just by dragging and dropping the fields.
➢ Generate different Data visualization charts.
➢ Provides Desktop and mobile Versions of the application to create
and view the charts.
➢ Advanced Visualization Capabilities with a single click.
➢ Security KQL Query Builder can handle large amounts of data..

Results – Dashboard View

Company
Cybriant assists companies in making
informed business decisions and
sustaining effectiveness in the design,
implementation, and operation of their
cyber risk management programs.

Conclusion
Our analytics platform, the industry's
top offering for modern business
intelligence, speeds up the process of
discovering and disseminating insights
that have the potential to change
enterprises and the entire world.
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